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1.

Introduction

1.1
This document reviews the London Ashford Airport (Lydd)
Supplementary Information and Supplementary Environmental Information
(Indigo Planning Ltd, August 2008), hereinafter referred to as 'Aug 08 SEI'.
Spaven Consulting was commissioned to produce this document by the Lydd
Airport Action Group (LAAG) on 17 September 2008.
1.2
This document reviews those parts of the Aug 08 SEI which deal with,
or impinge on, aviation operational aspects of the Lydd Airport proposals.
Section 2 contains a summary of the Aug 08 SEI's responses to Shepway
District Council's requests for further information in March 2008. Section 3
contains a summary of the extent to which the Aug 08 SEI addresses issues
raised by Spaven Consulting in its November 2007 review of the airport's
Response to Consultation, Supplementary Information and Statements to
Inform dated October 2007. Section 4 provides more detail on those aviation
operational issues which are assessed as remaining outstanding or
unanswered. A summary and conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2.

Aug 08 SEI response to Shepway District Council requests for
further information
SDC request

2.1

This noise model needs to be revisited to
the agreed set of assumptions for the
following scenarios in average annual,
southerly and northerly modes of operation
- existing operations, 300,000 ppa with no
runway extension, 300,000 ppa with runway
extension, 500,000 ppa with runway
extension and terminal, upper parameter
300,000 ppa with no runway extension,
upper 300,000 ppa with runway extension,
upper parameter 500,000 ppa with runway
extension and terminal.
The area and property counts need to be
revisited in light of the above and presented
cumulatively in tables. Any changes need to
be compared to the tables provided in the
appendices of the supplementary
information, so it is clear where changed
noise impact has occurred as a result of the
new modeling scenarios.
Prior to undertaking this work (and that
related to air quality), further confirmation is
required that the existing number and mix of
aircraft movements per day that you have
provided us with are consistent with figures
from the CAA. In addition, the flight path
assumption should show clearly which
aircraft turn in which direction from both
runway 03 and runway 21, and that they are

Remarks on Aug 08 SEI response
In order to understand the work
required, these requests should be
read in a different order to the way
they are presented. The logical
order is:
1. Confirmation that movements
figures are consistent with those
from the CAA;
2. Show which aircraft turn in which
direction from each runway;
3. Show that flight path assumptions
are correct for aircraft >5700kg;
4. Revise noise model for stated 21
scenarios;
5. Revisit and represent area and
property counts showing changes.
Taking the requests in the above
order, our assessment is as follows:
1. (a) The existing fleet mix still
makes no mention of the two
principal current commercial aircraft
types operating out of Lydd: the
Trislander and the Chieftain. (b) The
figures in the Aug 08 SEI claim that
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correct for aircraft regularly weighing more
than 5700kg.

2.2

2.3

6. Current runway strip
i. Provide evidence from the CAA that there
is no reasonable likelihood that the GCN
pond located within the current runway strip
would need to be wholly or partly in-filled if
the type and frequency of aircraft
movements changed to the levels
envisaged in the development proposals.
ii. Clarify with the CAA the necessity, or
otherwise, to widen the current runway strip
in order to accommodate the type and
frequency of aircraft movements envisaged
under the development proposals.
iii. Clarify the necessity, or otherwise, of any
works required as a result of the proposed
developments within the current runway
strip.
17. Aircraft movements and noise
i. Provide data that shows: (i) the number of
aircraft movements per month during 2003
to 2007; and (ii) the projected number of

business jet types account for some
79 movements per month at Lydd.
This is not and cannot be verified
from CAA statistics.
2. (a) The Aug 08 SEI now accepts
that BAE 146 aircraft cannot turn left
on departure from runway 21; (b) the
assumed flight paths from runways
03 and 21 remain otherwise as
previously presented but no
explanation is given for no turns on
departure 03, straight-in arrivals on
03 and departures on 21, and all 21
departures going to destinations SE
of Lydd.
3. The flight path assumptions
cannot be correct since (a) the
depicted left turn departures off
runway 21 are both illegal and
operationally impractical for aircraft
>5700kg; (b) the text and figures are
ambiguous about the extent of
straight-in arrivals on 03 and
straight-ahead departures on 21; (c)
all 03 departures are claimed to
climb straight ahead to Folkestone
before making any turns; (d) all 21
departures are claimed to depart
ultimately to the south east.
4 and 5. Since the flight path
assumptions continue to be
incorrect, the noise model and area
and property counts are invalid.
The response does not consist of
evidence from the CAA, merely a
statement from LAA.

1. The numbers of aircraft
movements per month 2003-2007
are provided but are not broken
08/157/LAAG/4
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aircraft movements per month under the
proposed development scenarios. These
data should be broken down by aircraft type
(helicopter or aeroplane) and size (small,
medium and large) for each month, and an
assessment made of the data accuracy.

down by type and size.
2. The terms small, medium and
large are not clearly defined but the
breakdown of the list of types in
Appendix F of Vol.6 Appendix 4 is
inconsistent with the use of a weight
criterion of 5700kgs elsewhere in the
Aug 08 SEI and in the question
posed by Shepway District Council.
3. The annually averaged daily
numbers of existing movements all
refer to fixed wing aircraft, omitting
helicopters.
The text of the ornithology report
states that the requested LAmax noise
contour maps are provided at
Appendix G. However Appendix G
only contains noise contour maps for
the use of bird-scaring equipment,
not the noise from aircraft.

2.4

ii. Provide a series of LAmax noise contour
maps that show all of the reasonably
foreseeable departure and arrival routes
when travelled by aircrafts of different size
(small, medium and large). Each map must
show: (i) the current SPA boundary; (ii) the
intended extension to the SPA boundary;
and (iii) a robust estimate of how often the
route is travelled currently and under the
proposed development scenarios. These
maps should be accompanied by an
assessment of noise contour accuracy.

3.

Aug 08 SEI response to points raised by LAAG in November 2007

3.1

3.2

Point raised by LAAG [paragraph
number in November 2007 report]
Lydd defined as Minor Airport in
Aviation White Paper; contrast with
Bournemouth as Major Airport [2.12.3]
Existing conditions scenario
significantly overstates commercial
activity at the airport [3.2-3.6]

3.3

Flight path information inaccurate
[3.7, 4]

3.4

Numerous inaccuracies [Appendix
A]

3.5

Misleading statements on
frequency of diversion from Lydd
[3.9]

3.6

Assumed 70/30 modal split not

Remarks on Aug 08 SEI response
Not addressed; text focuses on
changes in SE Plan

Now accepts that airliners do not
use Lydd but still omits the two
principal commercial aircraft types
currently in use at the airport
No change. Assumed flight paths
are the same as in the original ES
and the Oct 07 SEI and therefore
reproduce all the inaccuracies
therein.
Some correction of assumed flight
paths but the majority of errors
remain uncorrected.
Still no data provided on the
assumed/projected frequency with
which aircraft will have to divert from
Lydd
Not addressed
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3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11
3.12

3.13
3.14

3.15

3.16

3.17
3.18
3.19

3.20
3.21
3.22
3.23

backed by explanation of how it is
calculated [3.10]
Integration of Lydd commercial
traffic into en route airspace not
explained [3.11]
Impact of retaining ILS localiser
aerial in current location on runway
21 landing distance not explained
[3.12]
Noise contours do not take account
of aircraft using the NDB approach
to runway 21 [3.14]
No 'dispersion tracks' on straight-in
arrivals on runway 03 and straightahead departures on runway 21
[4.2]
No figures given for assumed
access through Lydd Range [4.2]
Arrival/departure routes for
straight-in arrivals 03/straightahead departures 21 not shown
[4.2]
No depiction of circling approaches
to runway 03 [4.2]
Left turns on departure shown
infringing nuclear power station
restricted airspace [4.2]
Departure routes for left turn
departures from runway 21 are not
shown [4.2]
Feasibility of BAe146 aircraft
turning left on departure runway 21
not explained [4.2]
Feasibility of runway 21 departure
turns not explained [4.2]
Assumptions about infringements
of Lydd Range not explained [4.2]
Departure routes of runway 21
traffic other than to south east not
shown [4.2]
Sharp turn north west of airport not
explained [4.2]
Assumptions about initial departure
tracks from 03 not explained [4.2]
NDB approach path not shown
[4.2]
Departure routes of runway 03
traffic other than to north not shown
[4.2]

Not addressed

Not addressed

Not addressed

Not addressed

Not addressed
Not addressed

Not addressed
Not addressed

Not addressed

Now accepted that BAe146s will
always turn right on departure from
runway 21
Not addressed
Not addressed
Not addressed

Not addressed
Not addressed
Not addressed
Not addressed
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3.24

3.25

3.26

Lydd Range Danger Area and
Dungeness power station restricted
area depicted in the wrong place
[4.4]
No explanation of how larger
airliners will maintain services
given that they can only use
runway 21 [4.5]
No explanation of how four smaller
airliner types can use runway 03
for landing [4.6-4.8]

3.27

'Single use' runway scenarios not
feasible [4.9]

3.28

No consideration/noise modelling
of missed approaches from runway
21 [4.10]
Inaccurate assumptions about
aircraft heights for noise
calculations [5.1-5.3]
Inaccurate data on aircraft
movements in 2005 [6.1-6.2]

3.29

3.30

4.

Not addressed

Not addressed

Now accepted that BAe146 will
always land on runway 21; still no
explanation of how Dash 8, ATR 42
and Saab 340 will make approaches
to runway 03
Assumptions about southerly and
northerly modes now corrected but
questions of accessibility of the
airport from the south still not
addressed
Not addressed

Not addressed

CAA data for 2005 now replicated
but Trislander/Chieftain aircraft still
omitted and basis for claimed activity
by business jets is not clear

Further comment on outstanding/unaddressed issues

4.1

Vol.2, Revised Mitigation Schedule – Runway Extension: Noise &
Vibration – Noise Management

4.1.1

“LAA will develop a noise management plan, which will include
measures such as…managing flight path, departure, arrival and
taxiing procedures."
Without some description of the contents of this noise management
plan it cannot be assessed as a mitigation measure. For example, if
flight paths are to be adjusted for noise abatement reasons, why is
there no indication that departures from runway 03 will do anything
but fly straight ahead, directly over large numbers of properties in
Greatstone and Littlestone, when turns left or right immediately after
take-off could substantially reduce the numbers of properties
overflown?

4.1.2

“LAA will restrict the number of fixed wing aircraft movements to
42,000 movements per annum (excluding emergency activities and
08/157/LAAG/4
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the air show) and have a complete restriction on fixed wing aircraft
movements at night time.”
Does “complete restriction” mean a ban? If so this contradicts
paragraph 16.3.22 of the original ES. It is also not clear whether
“night” is being defined in the same way as the ES, i.e. 2300-0700.
4.2

Vol.7 Appendix 8: Noise Study – Runway Extension, and Vol.7
Appendix 9: Noise Study – Terminal Building1

4.2.1

At paragraph 2.1.6, the descriptions of wind and takeoff/landing
direction still use incorrect and confusing terms and make it
impossible to determine what is being depicted on Figures 1 to 15.
The reference to “northerly operations represents a southerly wind
scenario” is incorrect. Northerly takeoffs and landings take place in a
northerly wind, i.e. a wind blowing from the north.

4.2.2

“Exceptions to this occur where larger planes (B737, A319, BAe146)
cannot land from the south due to ILS restrictions”
It is not clear whether it has been assumed that these aircraft only
sometimes cannot land from the south, or that they can never land
from the south. Para 3.2.5 of Appendix 15.1 of the original SEI
accepts that B737/A319 will always have to land on 21.

4.2.3

Figs 1-15: It is difficult to determine which figure in the Revised SEI
should be compared with which figure in the original SEI. As far as
can be ascertained it is as follows:

Revised SEI
Vol.7 App.8 –
Noise
Contour
figures
Figure 1
Figure 2

No equivalent
Figure 1

Figure 3

Figure 2

Figure 4

No direct
equivalent – Fig.3
closest
Figure 4

Figure 5
1

Equivalent figure
in original SEI

Differences

n/a
Significantly reduced noise footprint since
now accepted that no airliners currently
use Lydd
Significantly reduced noise footprint since
now accepted that no airliners currently
use Lydd; also no noise contours straight
ahead from runway 21 (since all
departures assumed to turn left)
Wider noise footprint since now accepted
that BAe146 turns right on departure 21
Similar but increased noise to south

Comments in this section refer principally to Vol.7 Appendix 8: Noise Study – Runway Extension. However
they also apply to Vol.7 Appendix 9: Noise Study – Terminal Building, which is virtually identical in content.
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Figure 6

No direct
equivalent – Fig.5
closest

Figure 7
Figure 8

See above
Similar to Fig.4

Figure 9

Similar to Fig.5

Figs 10 & 13
Figs 11 & 14

Figure 6
Figure 7

Figs 12 & 15

Figure 8

(since now assumed aircraft arrive from
south)
Wider noise footprint since now accepted
that BAe146 turns right on departure 21.
Increased footprint to north because now
assumed aircraft arrive from north
See above
Similar but increased noise to south
(since now assumed aircraft arrive from
south)
Wider noise footprint since now accepted
that BAe146 turns right on departure 21.
Increased footprint to north because now
assumed aircraft arrive from north
Similar
Similar but with increased footprint to
south since now assumed aircraft arrive
from south
Significantly increased footprint to north
over New Romney & Littlestone

4.3

Vol.7 Appendix 8: Noise Study – Runway Extension – Appendix 1:
Fleet Mix Information

4.3.1

The three tables presenting fleet mix data for 'Existing Operations
(from Annual Data)' are inconsistent on the types of aircraft using the
airport. The table for 'All Operations (70/30 Split)' correctly shows no
movements by the six airliner types – B737, A319, BAe146, Dash 8,
ATR42-500 and Saab 340. However the tables for 'Northerly
Operations' and 'Southerly Operations' show an average of 1.1
movements per day by these types.

4.3.2

All tables showing scenarios from 300,000 passengers upwards
include movements by jet aircraft (BAe 146, B737 and A319). The
text of the Aug 08 SEI states that these aircraft will always use
runway 21 for landing and, when the tailwind on runway 21 is greater
than 10 knots, they will be unable to land at Lydd and will divert to
other airports. Logically, this must mean that on some days when
'Northerly Operations' are in force at Lydd, some of these jet
movements are diverted from Lydd and do not land. However there
is no reduction in the number of jet movements assumed in the tables
for 'Northerly Operations'. This means that the airport is assuming
that in fact no aircraft will be diverted.

4.4

Vol.7 Appendix 8: Noise Study – Runway Extension - Appendix 2:
Flight Path Information

4.4.1

The flight paths used for the noise assessment are identical to those
used in the original ES (e.g. as the basis for Figures 16.2 to 16.4) and
in the 2007 SEI (Appendix 7 of Appendix 15.1). They therefore
08/157/LAAG/4
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reproduce the errors in those documents, as well as those set out
below.
4.4.2

The principal consequence of LAA continuing to use the same
assumed flight paths as they did in the ES and SEI, despite LAAG
helpfully pointing out to them their flawed basis, is that the entire
noise assessment is based on flight paths which would, if
implemented, render all pilots flying a left turn departure off runway
21 liable to prosecution for a breach of the Air Navigation Order,
because that flight path infringes the 1.5nm radius restricted zone
around Dungeness power station by some 0.3 nautical miles. This is
illustrated in Figure 1 below. Clearly if the assumed flight paths are
illegal then they cannot be a legitimate basis for assessing the noise
impact of the airport's planning applications.

4.4.3

The 1.5nm radius restricted area around Dungeness is already a
special dispensation for Lydd arriving/departing traffic from the
normal restriction of 2nm radius set out in Statutory Instrument
2007/1929. There is no reference in the airport's proposals to an
intention to request a further dispensation allowing aircraft to fly even
closer than 1.5nm to the power station, and it is highly unlikely that
such a dispensation would be given.

4.4.4

The only solution to this issue would be for the airport to ensure that
any aircraft turning left on departure from runway 21 are capable of
turning with a turn radius small enough to keep the aircraft clear of
the 1.5nm restricted zone. Assuming the turn starts no later than the
upwind end of the runway, it would require a turn radius no greater
than 0.5nm (assuming calm wind conditions) to keep the aircraft clear
of the restricted zone. The turn would have to be maintained through
approximately 137º of change of heading, from the runway track of
213º round on to a track of 076º, in order to clear the restricted zone.
This is also illustrated in Figure 1 below.

4.4.5

A turn radius of 0.5nm is not a problem for typical light aircraft flying a
left turn on departure from runway 21. Even for light aircraft flying
IFR and potentially entering cloud during the turn, a normal Rate 1
turn (3º of turn per second) would keep the aircraft clear of the
restricted zone if flown at any speed up to 95 knots. The current
LyddAir types – Islander and Chieftain – would both be capable of
flying this profile.

4.4.6

For the projected airliner types which the SEI says will fly left turns on
departure from runway 21, the required profile is much more of a
problem. At 120 knots, an angle of bank of approximately 23º would
be required to keep the aircraft clear of the restricted zone. At 150
knots, an angle of bank of 34º would be required. The larger aircraft
listed as flying the left turn profile off runway 21 – Dash 8, ATR42500, Saab 340, Learjet 35A and Cessna Citations – would normally
be flying in the speed range 120-150 knots at this point in their
08/157/LAAG/4
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departure, with most of them closer to the upper end of that range.
Bank angles of 34º would be unacceptable in the initial departure
stage on a commercial flight and even 23º is excessive. In both
cases the required turn rate significantly exceeds Rate 1 so it would
be outwith the normal standards applied for IFR flight.
4.4.7

All arrivals for runway 21 are apparently shown following the track of
the ILS from at least three nautical miles out. This is incorrect for
light aircraft, which will join the visual circuit, and for some IFR traffic
which will use the NDB approach, which diverges by 22 degrees from
the runway centreline. The flight paths of the ILS approach and the
NDB approach are illustrated in Figure 2. These can be compared to
the runway 21 arrival/runway 03 departure flight paths as depicted in
the SEI, an excerpt from which is shown at Figure 3.

4.4.8

All jet departures on runway 21 are shown turning right on takeoff but
then turning all the way round through north and departing the Lydd
area to the southeast, across the English Channel. Conversely all jet
departures on runway 03 are shown routing straight ahead to the
north north east without turning.2 This is clearly unrealistic since the
aircraft’s ultimate departure track will always be dictated by its
destination, not which runway it took off from. However the
orientation of the departure routes from Lydd Airport is also
constrained by the structure of the en route airspace in the area. All
cross-channel air routes in the Lydd area are available only to
northbound traffic. These are illustrated in Figure 5, which is an
excerpt from the UK Aeronautical Information Publication's chart of
Lower Air Traffic Service Routes. Reading from left to right, airways
M733, T420, L15, L613 and N57 all have a mandatory
northbound/westbound flow. A pilot attempting to file a flight plan in a
southerly/easterly direction along these routes would have their flight
plan rejected by the Eurocontrol computer system. The nearest
routes available for southbound traffic from Lydd are G27 (heading
south west over Camber) and L10 (heading south east from Dover).
Thus only two of the flight paths depicted in Appendix 2 of Volume 7
Appendix 8 (and the equivalent appendix for the Terminal Building
noise report) might be valid representations of flight paths which it is
possible for aircraft to take on departure from Lydd:
• runway 03 departures which are routing initially along airway
R803 to Dover to then depart east or south eastwards to the
continent
• runway 21 departures which turn left out to sea, which might
then continue their turn on to a northerly heading to route
towards Dover.
In short, all of the aircraft shown turning right on takeoff from runway
21 have invalid flight paths in the Aug 08 SEI, because they are all
shown departing to the south east, against the flow of all en route air
traffic.

2

Strictly speaking, the flight path depicted in the SEI for departures from runway 03 follows the same line as
the inbound ILS approach for runway 21, i.e. 5º off the extended runway centreline. See 4.4.12 overleaf.
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4.4.9

All current types are shown turning left on departure runway 21. But
Appendix 3 (Noise Modelling Assumptions) states, under ‘Current
takeoff operations’, “Large aircraft (>5700Kg) using runway 21 will
bank right towards Lydd when the range is operational.” Of the
“current types” listed, the three business jets – Learjet 35A, Citation II
and Citation X – are all over 5700kg.3 These should, therefore, be
depicted turning right on takeoff.

4.4.10 No aircraft are depicted departing straight ahead off runway 21.
However Appendix 3 (Noise Modelling Assumptions) states, under
‘Current takeoff operations’, “when the Range is closed, large aircraft
can fly over this area which would occur generally at night and
possibly at weekends and bank holidays.”
4.4.11 On departure from runway 21 all aircraft are shown commencing their
turn at the upwind end of the runway. This is unrepresentative. The
current Lydd Airport noise abatement procedures as listed in the AIP
at EGMD AD 2.21 state: “Climb straight ahead to at least 500 ft or
until passing upwind end of the runway, whichever is later, before
turning left or right as instructed by ATC.” The flight paths depicted
make no allowance for aircraft with longer takeoff runs which will not
have reached 500 feet by the upwind end of the runway and which
will therefore have to continue climbing straight ahead until they
reach 500 feet before turning.
4.4.12 Runway 03 departures are shown following the line of the ILS on
departure, i.e. 5º to the left of the runway heading, for at least three
nautical miles, without turning. There is no explanation of why this
has been assumed. Figure 2 below shows the difference between
the ILS flight path, and the flight path following the extended runway
centreline which would be flown by any aircraft climbing straight
ahead from runway 03.
4.4.13 Light aircraft types – Cessna 152 and 172, Piper PA28 and PA34 –
are shown following the same flight paths as large aircraft on both
arrival and departure. This is not correct. The vast majority of these
will arrive via the visual circuit and will depart in whatever direction
their destination lies. The SEI omits all information on the flight paths
flown by aircraft in the visual circuit. The original ES, at Figure 3-3,
showed an assumed flight path for visual circuit traffic. LAAG's
corrected version of that figure is reproduced below at Figure 4.4
4.4.14 Arrivals on runway 03 are shown approaching straight in over the
Lydd Range. This is clearly impossible except, in Appendix 3’s
3

4

Learjet 35A MTOW 8,300kgs; Citation II MTOW ranges from 5670kg to 6396kg depending on model;
Citation X MTOW 16,375kg.
It should be noted that although the original ES did show a visual circuit flight path, it was depicted
incorrectly, not only infringing the Dungeness power station restricted airspace, but also not aligned with
the runway.
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words, “generally at night and possibly at weekends and bank
holidays.” However Lydd Airport is normally closed between 7 p.m.
and 9 a.m. and in any event the Aug 08 SEI appears to give a
commitment that movements of all aircraft will be banned between
2300 and 0700 hours.
4.4.15 The flight paths as depicted are very poorly drawn, as they were in
Appendix 7 of Appendix 15.1 of the original SEI. The turning parts of
the flight paths seem to consist of a series of randomly drawn straight
segments rather than a continuous curve. The path of the left turn on
departure from runway 21 is particularly badly drawn. It appears to
start from the upwind (i.e. southern) end of runway 21 but the first
segment is already angled off the runway heading by some 30º, i.e.
appears to assume that the aircraft has already turned through 30º.
For IFR traffic this would normally take the aircraft 10 seconds to
complete during which time a typical turboprop type5 would have
travelled about 600 metres at this stage of flight. To assume that the
aircraft has already completed 30º of turn between getting airborne
and reaching the upwind end of the runway is wholly unrealistic. It
also breaches the airport's current noise abatement policy which is
that all aircraft must reach 500 feet or the upwind end of the runway,
whichever is later, before turning left or right.
4.5

Vol.7 Appendix 8: Noise Study – Runway Extension - Appendix 3:
Noise Modelling Assumptions

4.5.1

Terminology
“large planes refer to all aircraft with a take-off weight of >5700Kg,
which relates to the B737, A319, & BAe146 aircraft. Small planes
refer to all other fixed wing aircraft that currently use, or are predicted
to use the airport”
It is assumed that “takeoff weight” here means maximum takeoff
weight authorised (MTWA), which is the normal convention.
As noted above, using this threshold, the Dash 8, ATR 42-500, Saab
340, Learjet 35A, Citation X and all but one versions of the Citation II
would be classified as large aircraft. This means that all cases of
these aircraft types approaching straight-in for runway 03 through the
Lydd range are invalid, and all cases of them turning left on departure
from runway 21 are also invalid.

4.5.2

Current Takeoff Operations
“Large aircraft (>5700Kg) using runway 03 will depart to the north and
fly over Folkestone”

5

References to "turboprop" types in this report refer to the Dash 8, ATR42 and Saab 340.
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(1) If this is a description of current operations it is not clear why the
word “will” is used.
(2) The relevant flight path figures actually show all aircraft – not just
those >5700kgs – departing straight ahead to the north.
(3) There is no explanation of why all current departures from runway
03 should fly over Folkestone. If that was the case, and their initial
track was as depicted – following the reciprocal of the ILS approach
path for at least 3nm - then their subsequent track towards
Folkestone would be likely to take them into the Hythe range danger
area, D141. Moreover, if an aircraft’s destination is, for example, to
the south west of Lydd, why would they fly for several miles in the
wrong direction, towards Folkestone?
“when the Range is closed, large aircraft can fly over this area which
would occur generally at night and possibly at weekends and bank
holidays”
(1) why, then, do none of the ‘Existing Operations’ diagrams depict
any departures routing straight ahead from runway 21, through the
range?
(2) Currently, Lydd Airport is normally closed between 7 p.m. and 9
a.m. If departures through the range are generally only possible at
night, how often do they actually happen?
4.5.3

Future Landing Operations
“Aircraft with ILS equipment would land on runway 21 even during
good visibility or calm conditions, although landing on runway 03
could be an alternative in some instances.”
(1) Most aircraft, including many of the typical light aircraft types
using Lydd, are fitted with ILS equipment. But the flight path
scenarios clearly show that not just light aircraft, but turboprop
airliners, will use runway 03 when the wind requires it. There is no
analysis of how they would do this, and all the flight path diagrams in
Appendix 2 depict them landing on 03 from a straight-in approach
through the Lydd Range, even though this can only ever be a visual
approach because 03 has no instrument approach procedure.
(2) In what instances would runway 03 be an alternative for aircraft
which normally use the ILS and therefore have to land on 21? If such
instances exist they must be factored into the noise analysis, but
there is no evidence of this having been done.
“Large Aircraft would continue to use runway 21 until a tail wind
speed of 10 knots is reached, above which it would need to be
diverted to an alternate airport.”
08/157/LAAG/4
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(1) This is clearly not the case in the Appendix 2 diagrams, which
show Dash 8, ATR42 and Saab 340 (as well as Learjet and Citations)
all using runway 03 for landing when the wind requires it.
(2) The assertion that the tailwind component necessitating diversion
will always be 10 knots, for any aircraft in any configuration on any
flight, is untenable. Different aircraft types operating at different
weights and with different operational criteria will have different
maximum acceptable tailwinds. Some of the larger aircraft will be
unable to accept any tailwind on landing due to the shortness of the
runway – since a tailwind increases the landing distance required.
“Larger aircraft and jets taking off using the starter extension will have
to turn to the right to avoid the 1.5nm radius Dungeness restricted
airspace and avoid over flying the town of Lydd.”
(1) The phrase “larger aircraft and jets” implies that the large aircraft
category includes non-jet types, i.e. Dash 8, ATR 42 and Saab 340.
But this contradicts the Appendix 2 diagrams which show all those
types turning left on departure from runway 21, not right.
(2) A turn to the right on departure from runway 21 does not “avoid
over flying the town of Lydd.” Quite the contrary – it means that these
aircraft will inevitably fly over the town of Lydd.
(3) There is an implication here that aircraft which turn left on
departure either (a) do not need to avoid the 1.5nm radius
Dungeness restricted airspace, or (b) because of the size of aircraft,
they will always avoid it. But the flight path diagrams in Appendix 2,
in every case, show those left turn departures off runway 21 infringing
the Dungeness restricted airspace, just as they did in Appendix 7 of
Appendix 15.1 of the original SEI in 2007. This is illustrated in Figure
1 below.
“Smaller aircraft could turn left also, provided they can maintain
clearance from the Dungeness restricted airspace”
(1) Presumably that should read “Smaller aircraft will turn left”, since
the previous sentence was about aircraft turning right, and all the
Appendix 2 diagrams show all “smaller” aircraft turning left.
(2) the reference to keeping clear of Dungeness airspace is confusing
since all the Appendix 2 diagrams show all aircraft turning left on
departure from runway 21 infringing that zone.
“All aircraft would also be able to continue over the Lydd Range when
it is closed on take off, but a worst case assumption has been made
that they would turn right (large) and left (small).”
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If it is assumed that flight through the Lydd Range will never be
possible for departing traffic, why then has an assumption been made
that all aircraft up to Dash 8 size will always land straight through the
Lydd Range when the wind favours runway 03?
“Runway 03 will be used mainly for general aviation aircraft which are
typically much smaller and other small scheduled aircraft.”
When the wind favours runway 03, or is calm, “large aircraft” will
choose runway 03 for takeoff because it does not require a sharp turn
immediately after takeoff and requires less taxi time.
4.5.4

Noise Assumptions
“On a departure from runway 21, it is assumed that small aircraft will
head east avoiding Dungeness (designated SE) and large aircraft will
head West over Lydd (designated SW). On a departure from runway
03, it has been assumed that all aircraft will head straight out towards
Folkestone.”
(1) Why would “small” aircraft, which are able to turn right on
departure, not do so if their destination is in that direction?
(2) The Appendix 2 diagrams clearly show that the noise
assessments assume that all right turn departures off runway 21 do
not head west over Lydd, but in fact continue turning right and depart
south eastwards over Greatstone, towards France.
(3) There is no basis for assuming that all runway 03 departures route
over Folkestone.
“On arrivals, it has been assumed that all large aircraft will land from
the north. All small aircraft can land in either direction, but from the
south would pick up the flight path over the range (when open),
although they may join the path closer to the airport.”
(1) As noted above, the SEI’s own definition of “large aircraft” actually
includes all turboprop airliner types, but Appendix 2 shows them
landing from the south when the wind conditions favour runway 03.
So the statement that “all large aircraft will land from the north” is
clearly incorrect.
(2) The wording of the second sentence is extremely vague and
confusing. Presumably the authors meant to say “over the range
(when closed)”, since clearly the airspace over the range is not
available to aircraft when the range is open, i.e. when firing is taking
place.
(3) If these aircraft are “picking up” the flight path over the range,
where are they picking it up from? The Appendix 2 diagrams seem to
08/157/LAAG/4
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show the route of these aircraft as being a straight-in approach from
at least two nautical miles out.
(4) If aircraft are joining the approach “closer to the airport”, (a) closer
than what? and (b) where is this flight path depicted on the Appendix
2 diagrams and in the noise assessments?
“For a “single mode” day in a “northerly” operation (Runway 03),
small planes would land from the south and take off to the north.
Large planes would still land from the North up to a tailwind of 10
knots, above which they would be diverted to an alternative airport.
Large planes would still have to take off to the South and turn right
over Lydd”
Once again this is confused and contradictory:
(1) The definition of “small” planes is anything less than 5700kg but
the Appendix 2 diagrams clearly show “large” types landing from the
south and taking off to the north
(2) As noted above, application of a uniform 10 knot tailwind limit is
not realistic.
(3) “Large planes” would not take off to the south if the wind favoured
runway 03. Runway 03 is a more attractive departure runway even in
calm conditions because it does not require a sharp turn immediately
on departure and requires less taxi time. In any case the Appendix 2
diagrams do not show “large planes” taking off on runway 21 when
the airport is in “northerly mode”.
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5.

Summary and Conclusions

5.1
The fleet mix for existing operations omits the two principal aircraft
types used in current commercial aircraft operations at Lydd.
5.2
Apart from accepting that BAe146 aircraft cannot turn left on departure
from runway 21 and cannot land on runway 03, the flight path assumptions
are identical to those used in the original ES and the October 2007 SEI. They
replicate all the errors of those documents.
5.3
The depicted flight paths for aircraft turning left on departure from
runway 21 breach the restricted airspace around the Dungeness power
station. These flight paths are therefore illegal and cannot be the basis for
any noise assessment.
5.4
There is no explanation of how turboprop airliner and business jet types
can make approaches to runway 03 given that it has no instrument
approaches and would require aircraft to fly through the Lydd Range danger
area.
5.5
All jet take-offs from runway 21 are assumed to depart the Lydd area to
the south east, whereas all takeoffs from runway 03 are assumed to depart
straight ahead towards Folkestone. This is untenable since departure
directions will be determined by the ultimate destination of the aircraft and the
structure of the en route airspace in the area.
5.6
The definition of 'large' and 'small' aircraft is inconsistent with the
depiction of flight paths in the various Figures in the SEI.
5.7
No figures are provided for the number of occasions on which aircraft
are assumed to be able to fly through the Lydd Range danger area.
5.8
Overall, the inaccuracies and incorrect assumptions with regard to flight
paths render any noise or air quality assessment invalid.
_____________________________________
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Excerpt from August 2008 SEI, Appendix 2 of Volume 7
Appendix 8 (Noise Study – Runway Extension), annotated to show
Dungeness Power Station restricted airspace and actual required flight
path for departures turning left from runway 21.6
6

Base map used is 'Lydd Airport – Existing Operations – Northerly Mode'.
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FIGURES

Figure 2: Approach paths to runway 21/departure flight paths from
runway 03.
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FIGURES

Figure 3: Excerpt from August 2008 SEI, Appendix 2 of Volume 7
Appendix 8 (Noise Study – Runway Extension), showing runway 21
arrivals and runway 03 departures following the same flight path.7

7

Excerpt is from 'Lydd Airport – 300 PPA – No Runway Extension – Northerly Mode'.
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FIGURES

Figure 4: Annotated excerpt from ES Figure 3-3 showing incorrect
depiction of restricted airspace boundaries and visual circuit pattern.
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FIGURES

Figure 5: Excerpt from UK AIP, ENR 6-3-1-1, Chart of Lower Air Traffic
Service Routes (South Sheet).
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